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Ansrnl,cr
Herschelite, defined as a Na-rich zeolite with the chabazitestructure, has been studied
with optical and scanning electron microscopy, X-ray powder diffraction, and electronmicroprobeanalysis.Herscheliteconsistsof a combinationof { 1010}, {0001}, and { 101I }
forms, showing hexagonalsymmetry 6/mmm. The three correspondingsectorsshow different textures betweencrossedpolarizers, though they are chemically homogeneous.The
(1010) face consists of fine striations normal to the c axis, and the corresponding sector
shows fine polysynthetic twins normal to the c axis. The (0001) face is covered by small
chabazite crystals with three rhombic {l0ll} faces that are related by twofold rotation
twins, and the {0001} sector shows a fibrous texture normal to the (0001) face. Some
herschelitecrystalsshow a biconvex lens-like form, whosesurfacesconsistof fine chabazite
crystals with three rhombic {l0Il} faces.Thin sectionsshow a fibrous texture that correspondsto the fine crystalson the surface.Some herschelitecrystalshave a gmelinite rim
whose (0001) surfaceconsists of a spiral growth pattern. Herschelite consists of triclinic
sectorswith fine-scaletwinning, and single herschelitecrystalsdo not occur.

INrnoouctroN

general mechanism previously suggestedby Akizuki

Chabaziteis a rhombohedral, Ca-rich zeolite consisting (l e86).
of AABBCC sequencesof six-membered rings, whereas
gmelinite is a hexagonal,Na-rich phase and consists of
ExprmrvrnNrAl DETATLS
AABB sequences.Herschelite from Sicily, Italy, was described as a distinct speciesby Levy (1825). The crystals
Herschelite crystals from three localities (Sicily, Italy;
show a flat form parallel to the (0001) face or a biconvex Melbourne, Australia; and Hayata, SagaPrefecture,Jalens-like form (Levy, 1825; Ulrich, 1870; von Lasaulx, pan) were examined by scanningelectron, phase-contrast
l88l). Although herscheliteand chabazitegive essential- optical, and polarized-light optical microscopes. The
ly identical X-ray powder patterns, the minerals are crystals consist of growth sectorsthat correspond to the
chemically distinct. Mason (1962) redefined herschelite crystal faces.The sectorscan be observedin thin section
as a zeolite with the chabaziteframework and Na > Ca. between crossedpolarizers. Also, the crystals were studNawaz and Foy (1982) suggestedthat herschelitewas an ied by powder and single-crystal X-ray methods. The
independentmineral as well. Also, Passaglia(1970) dis- chemical compositions of herschelite and coexisting
cussedthe chemical composition of chabazite.The par- gmelinite were determined using a Hitachi x-osoelectron
allel growth of chabaziteand gmelinite structuresis com- microprobe fitted with an EeMAzzooenergy-dispersive
mon in herschelite.Chabazite crystals are triclinic between X-ray analyzer. HrO was obtained by a Rigaku Thercrossedpolarizers(Akizuki, l98lb) and by X-ray analysis moflex rc for powdered samples of 10-20 mg. FerOr,
(Smith etal.,1964;Mazzi and Galli, 1983).Phacolite,a MgO, BaO, and SrO contents were negligibly small for
variety of chabazite,is rich in Ca and showscomplicated all specimens, except the Sicily herschelite, for which
internal textures and triclinic symmetry betweencrossed semiquantitative analysesindicated 0.14.2 wto/oBaO.
polarizers (Akizuki and Konno, 1987).The crystal forms Differences in chemical composition could not be recofherschelite and phacolite are, however, different.
ognizedamong growth sectorsof eachspecimen.The Ca/
The objective of the present study is to describe the (Ca + Na + K) ratio is 0.10-0.36,and the crystalstructexture ofherschelitesfrom three localities and to discuss ture is that of chabazite.Therefore,the specimensstudied
the origin of the optical sectorsand twinning using the here are classifiedas herschelite.
0003-004x/89/ll l2-1 337$02.00
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Sicily specimens
The specimensfrom Aci Castello,Sicily, Italy, the type
locality of herschelite,are about 350 pm in diameter and
200 pm in thickness. The form is hexagonal,consisting
ofprism faces{1010} with rough striationsand a basal
face (0001) with a rough growth pattern (Fig. lA). Their
crystal form is slightly different from that in Gottardi and
Galli (1985,p. 178).Figure lB showsa highly magnified
photograph of the (0001) face, which consistsof fine triangular crystals.The fine crystalsare related by a twofold
axis parallel to the c axis, that is, by twinning. The herschelitecrystalsconsistof { 1010} and {000I } sectorsbetween crossedpolarizers.The {0001} sectorshows fine
twins, which correspond to the fine triangular crystals.
The {1010} sector consistsof fine polysynthetictwins
parallel to (0001), which correspond to the striations on
rhe 0010) face.
Melbourne specimen
The crystal from Melbourne, Australia, is about 5 mm
in diameter and 2 mm in thickness.The form is biconvex
lens-like with small (2021) and (1012) faces and shows
hexagonal 6/mmm symmetry. The (2021) laces are
smooth with somegrowth stepsobvious under the optical
microscopeand the srrvr.The (1012) facesand convex
lens-like face are covered with fine crystals with three
rhombic (1011)facesseenunder the srvr at high magnification. The orientations of the fine crystals are related
by a twofold axis parallel to the c axis.
The thin sectionparallel to the c axis was taken through
the center of the crystal. The section showsa platy crystal
parallel to (0001) in the center of the crystal, and the
fibrous texture is elongatedtoward the surfacewith fine
crystals from both sides of the plate. The platy crystal
consists of a single twin of chabazite structure, and the
surface of the platy crystal corresponds to the smooth
(2021) face.No prism faceswere observedon the crystals.
The plate showssharp extinction, and it is suggestedthat
the crystal is triclinic, though the areawith fibrous texture
pho- exhibits wavy extinction.
(B)A high-magnification
Fig. 1. (A) Crystalform (srrra).
tographof(0001)face.The( 1010;facesexhibitstriationsnormal
to the c axis,andthe (0001)faceshowstriangularcrystals.Her- Hayata specimens
schelitefrom Aci Castello,Sicily,Italy. Seetext for details.
In Hayata, SagaPrefecture,Japan, amygdule minerals
are distributed in basalt, and ofthem chabaziteand calcite are the most common minerals. The calcite and chabazite with rhombic faceswere crystallized first, and herSpECIMENS
DnscnrprroN oF HERSCHELTTE
schelite, thomsonite, and natrolite followed (Ishibashi,
The herschelitecrystals from all three localities are Na 1974). Phacolite (a variety of chabazite) and gmelinite
rich and have the chabazite structure. The crystals show are also found in the area.
growth sectorswith twins. The {0001} sectorsconsistof
Specimen1. The crystal is I to 2 mm in diameter and
fibrous crystals that are parallel or nearly parallel to the showsa biconvex lens-like form with (2021) faces,which
c axis and that are related by a rotation twin around the show hexagonal6/ mmm symmetry. X-ray analysisshows
c axis. The {1010} sectors,however,consistofpolysyn- only the chabazitestructure without ttre gmelinite structhetic twins of platy crystal parallel to (0001). The her- ture. In the spr'r,the convex lens-like faces consist of a
schelitecrystalsare optically triclinic, although the {0001} parallel growth of fine chabazitecrystalswith three (l0l 1)
sector, which consistsof the fibrous crystals, is uniaxial faces (Fig. 2A). The (2021) faces have some striations
parallelto (0001).
or biaxial with a small 2V value, becauseof fine twins.
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(specimen
2) fromHayata,Japan.(A) LowFig.3. Herschelite
(B) High-magnification
ser"r
magnificationsw photomicrograph.
photomicrograph.
The crystalconsistsof (0001),(10I1), and
(specimen
Fig.2. Herschelite
1)from Hayata,Japan.(A) Fine
(1010)faces.The (0001)faceis coveredwith fine crystalswith
crystalswith three(1011)faceson the convexlens-likegrowth
of the (0001)facewith
rhombic(1011)faces.Fig. 3B consists
surface(sura)and(B) the intemaltexturein the thin sectioncut
(1011)faces(right),and the (101l) facewith a
fine
rhombic
parallelto the c axis(between
crossedpolarizers).
pattem(left).Thegrowthpatternssuggest
growth-step
that each
the {0001} sectoris finelytwinned.
{ I 0I I } sectoris single,whereas
Thin sections cut parallel to the c axis were taken
through the center of the crystal (Fig. 2B). The core consists of a penetration twin of chabazite with rhombohe- sistsof crystalsrelated by a twofold rotation twin parallel
dral form, from which severalpolysynthetic (0001) twins to the c axis.The (1010)facesconsistofstriationsparallel
develop in the direction normal to the c axis, resulting in to the (0001) face.The thin sectioncut parallel to the c
a platy crystal, though Figure 2B does not show the core. axis showsthe {0001}, tl0I1}, and {1010} sectors(Fig.
The platy crystalproducesthe (202l) face on the crystal 4B). The {0001} sector showsfine fibers nearly normal
surface.Fine fibrous crystalsare developedon both sides to the (0001) face, which coffespond to the fine crystals
of the plate; they are elongatedapproximately normal to on the (0001)face,and the { l0I0} sectorconsistsoffinely
the convex lens-like surface.The platy crystal shows ir- polysynthetictwins parallelto (0001).
regularly wavy extinction betweencrossedpolarizers.
Specimen 3. The crystals are smaller than 2 mm in
Specimen2. Specimen2 shows (0001), (l0Il), and diameterand consistofa combinationof {0001}, { l0I I },
(1010)facesunder the sEMand consistsonly ofchabazite. and { 1010}forms, that is, the gmeliniteform. The (0001)
Figures3,A.and 38 show (0001)and (l0i l) facesrhat are growth face shows complicated spiral patterns with low
coveredby fine crystalswith three (l0Il) faces.Figures steps(Fig. 5A). The (1011) face consistsof some trian44' and 48 show sketchesof the crystal surfaceand in- gular growth hillocks with fine stepsparallel to the crystal
ternal texture.The (10i l) facesconsistof triangulargowth
edgebetweentwo pyramidal faces.The (1010)face conpatterns whose orientations are alternately opposite on sists of fine striations parallel or normal to the c axis.
the six macroscopic{101l} f,aces,
The thin sectionscut in the direction normal or parallel
that is, rhe six tlOil}
sectorsare related by sixling twins. The (0001) face is to the c axis were examined on a universal stage.The thin
depressedas compared with the { 101I } faces,and it con- sectionparallelto the c axis consistsofsix kinds ofsectors
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Fig. 4. Herschelite (specimen2) from Hayata, Japan. (A) A
schematicsketch ofa growth pattern on the (0001) (center)and
( 101l) (rim) faces.(B) A schematicsketch of the thin section in
which the c axis is vertical. The {000 I } sectorconsistsof fibrous
crystals that are related by a rotation twinning parallel to the c
axis. The {1010} sectorsconsistofpolysynthetic twins parallel
to (0001).The six {1011} sectorsare relatedby sixling twins.
Each {101-1}sector(a and A), which is single,showswavy extinction betweencrossedpolarizers.
(Fig. 5B); thin rim A shows light interference colors, and
the other sectors (B to F) show dark ones. X-ray analyses
(precession method) show that rim A has the gmelinite
structure and the other sectors (B to F) have the chabazile
structure. Electron-microprobe analyses show that the rim
with the gmelinite structure (analysis 6, Table 1) is richer

Fig. 5. Herschelite(specimen3) from Hayata,Japan.(A)
optical
Spiralgrowthfeatureson (0001)undera phase-contrast
(B) The internaltexturein the (1010)thin section
microscope.
polarizers.
(caxisis vertical)betweencrossed
Seetextfor details.

in Na than the other sectorswith the chabazitestructure
(analysis5, Table l). Rim A is thicker on the (0001)and
(101l) facesthan on the (10I0) faceand has more or less
uniform extinction betweencrossedpolarizers. SectorsB
and C have convex lens-like interfacesand a fibrous texture that is elongated in the direction nearly normal to
TABLE1. Chemicalcompositionand formulaeon the basis of
the interface.The interface betweenB and C is shown by
24 oxygensof herschelitesand 48 oxygensof gmelinwhite dashedlines in Figure 58. The {1011} sector D
ite
with fibroustexturegrowson sectorC. The {1010} sector
E consistsof polysynthetic twins parallel to (0001), which
45.87 45.81
sio,
48.41
47.36 46.74 48.78 producefine striationsnormal to the c axis on the (1010)
At,o3
20.83
20.23
20.31
20.80 21.00 19.80 face. Core F shows (0001) polysynthetic twin lamellae,
CaO
2.01
4 54
6.05
4.99
5.07
1.74
Na,O
8.33
5 83
4.89
s.73
6.08 10.64 although a penetration twin of rhombohedral chabazite
K,O
210
3.16
1.71
2.26
2.57
0.19 crystalsis observedin core F in some thin sections.The
n.d.
H,O
20.49
20.97
18.89
19.18 nd.
{000 I } sectorsB and C with a fibrous texture are optically
Total
99.63 100.54 100.26 100.40 81.38 81.15
or biaxial with a small 2V., althoughthe tl0l0]
uniaxial
-4.9
-2.8
-1.4
-3.9
-5.1
B . E .( % ) .
6.1
sector is optically triclinic and shows various 2V values.
DI

AI
Ca
Na
K
H.O
F".

7.86
4.20
0.37
2.77
0.46
11.70
0.10

7.86
4.09
0.83
1.94
0.69
12.00
0.24

8.01
3.96
1.07
157
0.36
10.43
0.36

7.90
4.09
0.91
1.85
0.48
10.67
0.28

7.82
4.14
0.89
1.97
0.55

16.16
7.73
0.62
6.84
0.08

0.26

0.08

Nofe; Samplesare as follows:(1) Aci Castello,Sicily,ltaly.(2) Melbourne,
Japan (4) Specimen
Australia.(3) Specimen1; Hayata,Saga Prefecture,
2t Hayala,Saga Prefecture,Japan.(5) Specimen3; Hayata,Saga Prefecture,Japan.(6) Specimen3 (gmelinite);
Hayata,Saga Prefecture,JaDan.
' Balanceerror.
. ' F : C a / ( C a+ N a + K ) .

DrscussroN
Both herschelite and phacolite have a penetrationtwinned core of chabazitestructure, from which a singly
twinned or polysynthetically twinned plate developsparallel to (0001) (Akizuki and Konno, 1987). Crystal
growths, however, are different on the twinned plate between herschelite and phacolite. In herschelite, fibrous
crystalswith the chabazitestructuredevelop in the direction parallel or nearly parallel to the c axis, resulting in a
fibrous texture with a convex lens-like surface.whereas
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Fig. 5-Continued.

in phacolite, fine twin rods develop in directions normal
to the c axis.
Chabazitewith rhombohedral form is triclinic between
crossedpolarizers(Akizuki, 1981b)and in X-ray analysis
(Mazzi and Galli, 1983). The triclinic property is attributed to the orderedarrangementof (Al3+,Si4+)ions (Mazzi and Galli, 1983), which occurs on the surfaceduring
crystal growh (Akizuki, 1981b; Akizuki and Konno,
1987).Also, the ordered arrangementof the (Al3+,Si4+)
ions causesthe herschelitestructure to have triclinic symmetry. The {0001} sectorconsistsof finely twinned crystals with the chabazitestructure, and therefore the sector
is optically uniaxial or biaxial with a small optic axial
angle.
Chabaziteconsistsof AABBCC sequences,and gmelinite has AABB sequences.The twinned chabazitestmcture
(AABBCCBBAA) has the gmelinite sequence(BBCCBB)
along the (0001) twin boundary. Since herschelitewith a
fibrous texture was produced during rapid crystal growth,
the crystals could not exclude the Na ion during growth,
resulting in a Na-rich zeolite with the chabazitestructure.
If the crystal had grown slowly under the conditions at
which chabazitegrows,Na ions would beenexcludedfrom
the crystal, and Na-poor chabazitewith the rhombohe-

dral form would have been produced. If gmelinite sequences(AABBAA) are locally produced in herschelite
during growth, the twinned chabazite structure will be
produced. Becauseoffine-scale twinning, the prism faces
developed on herschelite. If chabazite is produced in a
Ca-rich solution at a high growth rate, the crystal will
grow in a phacolite form. Since phacolite is rich in Ca,
gmelinite sequencesare not produced in the crystal during growth, and the prism faces do not develop on the
crystal. Ca-rich gmelinite will be produced by the same
mechanism.
The finely twinned crystalsare produced on the (0001)
face,resulting in the {000 I } sectorwith a fibrous texture.
Since the gmelinite rim of the Hayata specimen 3 grows
on the finely twinned chabazitecrystals,crystal imperfections such as a spiral dislocation are abundant in the rim,
and therefore the (0001) surface has complicated spiral
growth patterns.
Zeolites grow at low temperatures,and therefore the
electrostaticchargesofAl3+, Sia+,and alkali ions are balancedtwo dimensionally along a growth step on the surface.If a tetrahedralsite forms after an alkali ion occupies
the channel, an Al3+ ion will preferentially occupy the
tetrahedral site. If, on the other hand, a tetrahedral site
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forms before an alkali ion occupies the channel, a Sia+
ion will occupy the tetrahedral site. If the growth steps
are inclined to the mirror or the glide plane, the two symmetry-related sites in a crystal will not be equivalent on
the surface.Thus ordering will occur, and the symmetry
of the crystal will be reduced;therefore,the mirror plane
changesinto the twin plane. A three-dimensionalcrystal
structure grows by a piling up of the two-dimensional
structures,and therefore,the ordered arrangementsofthe
(Al3+,Si4+)ions are different from sector to sector, resulting in parallel-grown polycrystals showing different
symmetries. The structures are frozen after the growth,
becauseof low temperature. If the growth steps on the
crystal face are circular, the (Al3+,Si4+)order will vary
along the steps,and a wavy optical extinction will be seen
between crossedpolarizers (i.e., Akizuki and Sunagawa,
1978;Akizuki, 1986;Akizuki and Nishido, 1988).
Similar to herschelite,stilbite is not a singlephase,but
consistsof an orthorhombic {001} and a monoclinic
twinned {ll0} sector (Akizuki and Konno, 1985).The
orthorhombic stilbite structure grows only on the (001)
face, and the monoclinic stilbite structure is produced
only on the (l l0) face, resulting in the sectoralstructure.
Neither orthorhombic nor monoclinic stilbite crystalscan
exist independently in nature, that is, stilbite shows no
singlecrystal form. Also, analcime that showsa so-called
optical anomaly consistsof cubic and tetragonal sectors
that are produced on the different vicinal faces of the
(2ll) surface(Akizuki, l98la). Tetragonalanalcimehas
no single crystal form. Chabazite consists of triclinic
twinned sectors that occur on the vicinal faces on the
(101l) surface(Akizuki, 198lb) and thus has no triclinic
single-crystalform. Thesezeolitesconsistof many sectors
showing different symmetries or sectoral twins.
Herschelite has the chabazitestructure and gmelinite
composition, and therefore it has been thought that herschelite formed single (untwinned) crystals. Herschelite,
however, consistsof triclinic sectorswith fine-scaletwins
without exception, and single herschelitecrystals do not
exlst ln nature.
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